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4.1 Introduction
The blending of two or more dissimilar polymers with different chemical structures
and molecular weights has become a fast, attractive, and cost-effective method from
an industrial point of view for the fabrication of new materials with intermediate
properties [1]. However, it should be borne in mind that the thermodynamic aspects
associated with polymers leads to the formation of phase-separated structures and
different morphologies in polymer blends depending on the extent of the polymere
polymer interactions. This allows manufacturers and researchers to tailor the prop-
erties of blends by tuning the morphologies with respect to their intended applica-
tions. The costeperformance ratio in fabrication of polymer blends compared
with synthesis of new material is an advantage of blending for commercialization
of products. With regard to mass production however, melt blending is considered
more convenient, cheaper, and less hazardous than solvent casting. The latter tech-
nique requires a great amount of solvent which is not economically favored in mass
production. Plus, some solvent may still remain inside the product at the end of the
process, which could be considered as a defect. Although blending seems a prom-
ising route in the production of materials with various interesting properties; under-
stating of the polymerepolymer interactions and different morphologies remains
challenging since a series of different parameters come into play in defining the
structures of the fabricated blends [2]. Considering that the polymer pairs are immis-
cible in most cases, the effect of flow during mixing (processing), temperature, blend
compositions, chemistry of the polymers (molecular weights, glass transition tem-
peratures, melting point, solubility, etc.), and interfacial properties can alter the mor-
phologies and thus final properties. Hence, a great deal of investigations have been
carried out on the relationships between the structure properties of blends.

4.2 Phase behavior
Having said that different structures can be made depending on the thermodynamic
aspects of the polymer pairs, it is of importance to understand the basics of the phase
separations in polymer blends. In context with discussion on the miscibility of the
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polymers, Utracki et al. [1] classified the polymer blends with respect to their phase
structures as follows:

• Miscible blends: those polymer blends which behave as a single-phase material
and show homogeneity at a macroscopic (molecular) scale.

• Immiscible blends: This refers to those polymer blends having phase-separated
structures at all compositions and temperatures with phases having the same
characteristics as those of the components before blending.

• Partially miscible blends: This class of polymer blends refers to those blends that
are miscible within a range of temperatures and compositions.

It has been reported that phase separation could be a result of low miscibility or
crystallization of one of the phases [3]. This, in turn, would give rise to different
phase diagram behaviors (Fig. 4.1). However, it has been shown that most high-
molecular-weight polymer pairs are partially miscible, showing lower critical solu-
tion temperature (LCST) behavior as a result of entropy effects [1,3].

A polymer blend is miscible when the Gibbs free energy of a mixture DGm (Eq.
4.1) is negative (DGm<0),

DGm¼DHm � TDSm (4.1)

where

�
v2DGm

vB2

�
T ;P

> 0 at constant temperature and pressure. DHm and DSm are the

enthalpy and entropy of mixing, respectively. Given the abovementioned definitions
and different possible morphologies of the blends depending on the intermolecular

FIGURE 4.1

Upper and lower critical solution temperatures (UCST) and (LCST) behaviors of polymers

shown in a phase diagram [4].

Reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). Copyright 2017.
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interactions, unraveling the window of miscibility is important. The most common
method is to apply the FloryeHuggins theory (Eq. 4.2) to obtain the phase diagram
of the blends at different temperatures and compositions.

DGm ¼ RTðn1 lnB1 þ n2 lnB2 þ n1B2c12Þ; (4.2)

in which R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature,B is the volume fraction
of the component, n is the number of moles, and c is the interaction parameter be-
tween components.

4.3 Morphology development
It has been discussed that properties of the blends can be tuned by adjusting the blend
morphology through composition change, interfacial tensions, and processing condi-
tions. Therefore, it is important to understand the morphology of the blends with
respect to the parameters affecting the structures. Some of the major morphology
types attained on blending are: (1) dropletematrix morphology; (2) cylindrical or
fibrous morphology; (3) layered or lamellar morphology; and (4) co-continuous
morphology. Wu et al. [5] expressed that by changing the volume ratios of the poly-
lactide/poly(ε-caprolactone) PLA/PCL blends the aforementioned morphologies can
be obtained (Fig. 4.2). However, it is necessary to consider that viscosity ratios of
the component play a significant role in determination of the obtained morphology.

FIGURE 4.2

Cartoon illustrating the morphological changes in PLA/PCL blends when the PCL

concentration is increased [5].

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. Copyright 2008.
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As will be discussed, the viscosity ratio has an impressive effect on the capillary num-

ber

�
Ca ¼ s

a=R
¼ hm

_gR
a

�
and hence on the breakup of the droplets in polymer blends.

In an immiscible blend a decrease in viscosity ratio (hd/hm, where hmand hd are
viscosity of the matrix and dispersed phase, respectively) affords the breaking up of
a droplet during the flow of the mixture through the extension of a droplet into a
thread and eventually it raptures [6,7]. It can be observed that the two hydrodynamic
forces (s) and cohesive forces (a/R, with a as interfacial tension and R being droplet
radius) control the droplet deformations first by applying shear stress and also by
restoring the stress through an interfacial tension, respectively. Therefore, there is
a balance between these two forces which determines the droplet deformation where
it is demonstrated by the capillary number (Ca). It is worth mentioning that in sys-
tems where a high viscous phase (droplet) is dispersed in a less viscous matrix,
breakup and deformation of the droplet are hindered. This could lead to larger
droplet size with broad distributions [8,9]. Favis and Therrien [9] found that at
high viscosity ratios and compositions of polypropylene/polycarbonate (PP/PC)
blends, fibrous morphologies can be formed where droplet sizes become larger as
composition is increased. It should be noted that breakup and coalescence of drop-
lets are the major phenomena dictating the morphology developments in immiscible
polymer blends [10]. It was discussed that depending on the applied shear stress and
viscosity ratio of the components a droplet can be stretched and eventually breakup
into smaller droplets through a Rayleigh instability mechanism [11]. This occurs
when the shear stress s overcomes the interfacial tension a at capillary numbers
larger than the critical capillary number. Meanwhile, coalescence of the dispersed
phase droplets is another factor governing the morphology evolutions. Generally,
droplets can collide during the flow or by Brownian motion in a stagnant condition
[12]. When the collision happens the matrix film between the two approaching drop-
lets is removed and thus raptures at the extreme thinnest portion at film thicknesses
below the critical value hc. Eventually the droplets merge into a bigger droplet which
can undergo another breakup process later during the flow, indicating that there is an
equilibrium in breakup and coalescence during mixing which determines the final
droplet size [11,13,14]. In view of the foregoing discussions, different models
have been developed to define the limits of the coalescence and breakup with respect
to the mobility of the interface allowing the formation of morphological hysteresis
[15,16]. Such models, namely partially mobile interface (PMI), fully mobile inter-
face (FMI), and immobile interface (IMI), indicate the important role of the interface
in defining the morphology of an immiscible polymer blend. It should be noted that
breakup and coalescence are also dependent on the residence time of the droplet un-
der the stress as well as on the volume fraction of the dispersed phase droplets [13].
At a sufficient given residence time morphologies can be homogeneous due to the
equilibrium between coalescence and breakup. Moreover, larger droplets require a
longer time to coalesce as the film drainage takes longer. In general, it can be under-
stood that different parameters such as shear stress, viscosity ratio, dispersed phase
concentration, and interfacial tension are involved in morphology evolutions.
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4.3.1 Phase continuity and blend composition
It was discussed that depending on the abovementioned parameters different
morphology types can be obtained. Among the different morphologies the co-
continuous structures gained more attention owing to their superior properties of
combination of the two components than in the dropletematrix morphology
[17e20]. By definition, a co-continuous morphology is a structure where the contin-
uous minor phase is interconnected within a continuous matrix [19,21]. The co-
continuous morphology allows the designing of conductive polymer blends or if
the second phase is etched it can be used in scaffolds for tissue engineering applica-
tions [22,23]. It has been also shown that this type of morphology can be found near
the phase-inversion concentrations. That is, further changing the concentration can
inverse the matrix phase into the dispersed phase. Moreover, it was declared that
morphology types are highly dependent on the viscosity of the components. Avger-
opoulos et al. [24] reported that in order to attain the co-continuous morphology in a
(50/50 w/w) butadiene rubber/ethylene propylene diene monomer (BR/EPDM) the
melt mixing viscosities of both polymers need to be equal. Hereafter, many efforts
have been made to predict and model the phase-inversion morphology according to
the rheological methods summarized in Table 4.1. It can be observed that some of
the models are based on the viscosity ratios. The viscosity ratios are normally calcu-
lated at constant shear rates which can lead to discrepancies in the results. Shear rate
changes, as does the viscosity ratio at the corresponding shear rate. It is worth
remembering that stress profiles can be different and nonuniform during processing.
Hence, the predicted phase inversion composition based on viscosity ratio models
may not be completely accurate [21]. It must be noted that in the case of immiscible
polymer blends the interface plays a crucial role in morphology evolutions since
there are interfacial tensions between the two phases. Therefore, not only viscosity
ratios but also elasticity of the components can significantly affect the morphology.
In fact, the elasticity effect was found to be even more determinant since interfacial
contributions are also included. It has been reported that in sufficiently given con-
centrations the more elastic component could enfold the other component having
less elasticity, forming a continuous matrix phase [7,21]. However, Steinmann
et al. [32] expressed that the elasticity ratio could relate to the viscosity ratio and
cannot be an independent factor. Thus, concluding it may not be applicable to a
broad range of blends.

In light of the abovementioned reasons efforts have been made to include the
elasticity and parameters associated with it, such as interfacial tension or droplet
(pore) sizes as well. Vanoene [33] developed an equation taking into account the ef-
fect of interfacial tensions as follows:

amd ¼a0md þ R=6
�
N2;d � N2;m

�
; 4.13

in which amd and a0md are the interfacial tensions between the matrix and dispersed
phase during and in the absence of flow, respectively. R is the radius of the dispersed
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Table 4.1 Summary of some of the models developed to predict the phase-inversion morphology of immiscible blends.

Model Equation Blends References

f1

f2
¼ h1

h2
4.3 BR/EPDM

General
Avgeropoulos [24],
Paul-Barlow [2]

f1

f2
¼ 1:22

�
s1
s2

�0:29
4.4 PP/EPR

PS/SBR
Ho et al. [25]

f1

f2
¼ 0:887

�
s1
s2

�0:29 4.5 PA/SAN Kitayama et al. [26]

f1

f2
¼ 1:59

�
s1
s2

�0:19 4.6 PP/PS Omonov et al. [27]

f1

f2
¼

�
h1

h2

�0:3 4.7 PP/(PS/PPE) Everaert et al. [28]

h2 ¼ h1

�
1� f2

fm

��½h2�fm 4.8 Latex suspensions Krieger-Dougherty [29]

l ¼
hðfm=f2Þ
ðfm=f1Þ

i½h�fm

f2 ¼
1�logl

l

½h�
2

, [h] ¼ 1.9

4.9 General Utracki [30]

f2 ¼
"
1þ h1

h2

"
1þ 2:25 log

�
h1

h2

�
þ 1:81

�
log

�
h1

h2

��2
##�1 4.10 General Metelkin-Blekht [31]

f2 ¼ �0:12 log

�
h1

h2

�
þ 0:48 4.11 PMMA/PS

PMMA/PSAN
Steinmann et al. [32]

f1

f2
¼ G0

2

G0
1

4.12 PS/HDPE Bourry-Favis [21]

f and h are the volume fraction and viscosity of the components, respectively. [h2] is the intrinsic viscosity of the latex spheres. fm is the maximum packing volume
fraction. s is the torque values. G0 is the elastic modulus of the components. EPR, ethylene propylene rubber, SBR, styrene butadiene rubber, PS, polystyrene, PA,
polyamide, SAN, styrene acrylonitrile, PPE, poly(dimethyl phenylene ether), PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate), PSAN, radically synthesized polystyrene acrylo-
nitrile, HDPE, high-density polyethylene.

This table is adapted from Pötschke, P., Paul, D. Formation of co-continuous structures in melt-mixed immiscible polymer blends. Journal of Macromolecular
Science: Part C: Polymer Reviews 2003;43:87e141; Omonov, T., Harrats, C., Groeninckx, G., Moldenaers, P. Anisotropy and instability of the co-continuous
phase morphology in uncompatibilized and reactively compatibilized polypropylene/polystyrene blends. Polymer 2007;48:5289e5302.
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droplet, N2,d and N2,m are the second normal stress differences of the dispersed phase
and matrix, respectively.

Willemse et al. [34] proposed a model taking into account the interfacial tension
a and filament dimensions, describing the co-continuous morphology (Eq. 4.14)
when the capillary number is 1 (Ca ¼ 1).

1

fdispersed
¼ 1:38þ 0:0213

�
hm _g

a
R0

�4:2

4.14

where _g is the shear rate, hm is the matrix viscosity, and fdispersed is the minimum
volume fraction of the second phase where a co-continuous morphology can be
found. Although the models can be used to explain the effect of processing condi-
tions on the co-continuous morphology ranges, it cannot be used as a predictive
tool since the filament (droplet) diameter needed to be calculated afterward.
Another way of characterizing the co-continuous morphologies is to use small-
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) tests as they are quite sensitive to the morphol-
ogies of the blends. In many researches the elastic (storage) modulus G0 (u) has
been used as an indication of morphology change [5,35e37]. It has been shown
that blends with co-continuous structures showing a power law behavior have a
maximum G0 (u) at low frequencies [5,38,39]. In other words, blends with co-
continuous or near phase-inversion morphologies show the highest elasticity.
This enhancement in elastic modulus of the co-continuous blends is due to the
development of interfacial areas, hence providing stronger interactions at the inter-
face [38,39]. On the other hand, blends with dropletematrix morphology demon-
strate a shoulder (plateau modulus) at low-frequency regions associated with the
shape (form) relaxation process of the deformed dispersed phase droplets
[39,40]. From these discussions it can be understood that the interface has an inev-
itable contribution in morphology development of immiscible blends. Therefore,
analyzing the interfacial properties could be quite informative in understanding
the microstructure of blends. Thus, the modulus of a blend G�

blend can be written
as a combination of those of the component G�

components and interface G
�
interface con-

tributions as follows [41]:

G�
blend ¼G�

components þ G�
interface 4.15

Yu et al. [41] adopted the model (Eq. 4.16) originally developed by Veenstra
et al. [42] for modeling of the Young’s modulus of the co-continuous blends to be
used for prediction of the dynamic complex modulus of the components G�

components.

G�
components ¼

a02b0G�2
1 þ �

a03 þ 2a0b0 þ b03
	
G�
1G

�
2 þ a0b02G�2

2

b0G�
1 þ a0G�

2

4.16

where 3a
02�2a

03 ¼ B1 is the volume fraction of component 1, with a
0
and b

0

describing the average reduced length of components 1 and 2 correspondingly,
and b

0 ¼ 1�a
0
. Therefore, the interfacial contribution of the dynamic complex

modulus G�
interface can be obtained if Eq. (4.16) is resolved. In the case of droplete
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matrix morphology the emulsion model of Palierne (Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18) has been
frequently used to calculate the interfacial tensions of the blends [5,40,43e46].

G�
b ¼ G�

m

1þ 3
R∞
i BHðuÞ

1� 2
R∞
i BHðuÞ 4.17

where,

HðuÞ ¼
4

�
a

Rv

��
2G�

mðuÞ þ 5G�
dðuÞ

�þ �
G�
dðuÞ � G�

mðuÞ
��
16G�

mðuÞ þ 19G�
dðuÞ

�
40

�
a

Rv

��
G�
mðuÞ þ G�

dðuÞ
�þ �

2G�
dðuÞ þ 3G�

mðuÞ
��
16G�

mðuÞ þ 19G�
dðuÞ

�;
4.18

B, u, Rv, and a are droplet volume fraction, angular frequency, volume-average
radius of droplet, and interfacial tension, respectively. G�

m, G
�
d, and G�

b represent the
complex moduli of the polymer matrix, dispersed phase, and blend, respectively. By
fitting the modulus of the blends with the Palierne model the interfacial tension can
be acquired. However, it must be noted that in the calculations the use of volume-
average droplet size may cause some uncertainty in the results since in practice there
is a distribution of droplet sizes. Therefore, it may be more suitable to systems with
narrow distributions (less than 2) and assuming the interfacial tension is constant and
independent of the interfacial area [5,40,44,45]. The weighted relaxation spectrum
sH(s) is another useful tool for characterizing the morphology of blends. There
are different methods for calculation of continuous relaxation spectra [47e50]. In
general, the peak appearing at longer times (low frequencies) is associated with
the shape (form) relaxation time of the droplets and those at shorter times (high fre-
quencies) are associated with relaxation of the component chains [51,52]. It has been
shown in the case of co-continuous blends the spectra at longer times appear as a tail
(not fully relaxed) due to the larger interfacial areas requiring much longer time than
the experimental window to be relaxed (Fig. 4.3) [45,53,54].

4.4 Morphology coarsening and compatibilization
Thus far the important role of the interface in morphology development of immis-
cible blends has been clearly explained. Moreover, it was discussed that coalescence
is an inevitable phenomenon in immiscible blends. This again reflects the role of
interfacial properties in stabilizing the morphologies. At this point, it would be better
to discuss the matter with respect to the different morphologies. It should be noted
that in co-continuous blends the excessive stored energy at the interfacial areas leads
to thermodynamically unstable structures [19,20,53]. This, in turn, will cause coars-
ening of the phase which is companied by a reduction in the elastic modulus G’ (u)
of the blends. On the other hand, in the case of the dropletematrix morphology type
of blend the final properties are proportional to the average droplet size and droplet
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size distributions. Blends with smaller droplet size and narrow distributions exhibit
superior characteristics to those with large droplets with broad distributions. There-
fore, interfacial stabilizers known as “compatibilizers” have been incorporated into
the blends in order to reduce the coarsening of the phase-separated structures. The
so-called “compatibilizers” can be incorporated into the blends before blending (ex
situ compatibilization) or can be obtained through reactive processing during the

FIGURE 4.3

Weighted relaxation spectra of the (A) (90/10), (80/20) and (B) (70/30), (60/40) PLA/

PBSA blends acquired at 175�C. (A) The relaxation spectra of the dropletematrix

morphology and (B) the weighted spectra of the morphologies with large droplets or co-

continuous structures [45].

Reproduced with permission from Springer. Copyright 2012.
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blending at the interface (in situ compatibilization) [6,10]. In an in situ compatibi-
lization interfacial tension is reduced when a copolymer is generated at the interface
as a result of chemical reactions such as FriedeleCrafts alkylation, transesterifica-
tion, hydrogen bonding, etc. [55e57]. Fig. 4.4 shows the compatibilization of 50/
50 vol.% polyethylene/poly(ethylene oxide) (PE/PEO) blend by replacing PE with
maleic anhydride grafted polyethylene (PP-g-MA).

It has been reported that the anhydride group of the PP-g-MA reacts with the OH
group of PEO, thus reducing the interfacial tension and corresponding dispersed
phase size. In the case of classical ex situ compatibilization, block or graft copoly-
mers having compatible molecules with both components are added to the blends
creating a bridge between the two phases. The copolymer at the interface reduces
the interfacial tension by retarding the film drainage at the interface, thus immobi-
lizing the interface [6]. On the other hand, at sufficient concentrations copolymers
can cover the surface of the droplets and create a coreeshell structure whereby coa-
lescence of the droplets can be suppressed due to the repulsive forces [58].

4.5 Inorganic interfacial modifiers
The use of inorganic nanoparticles in polymers has been growing recently due to
their superior mechanical, thermal, barrier, and electrical properties. This is also
the case with regard to immiscible polymer blends, which are the scope of this
book. However, it is worth mentioning that the extent of property improvement in
the case of nanoparticle-incorporated polymer blends is proportional to the localiza-
tion and distribution of the nanoparticles within the blend [59]. Therefore, nanopar-
ticles can contribute to the stabilization of morphologies with respect to different
localizations. At this point we point out the mechanisms involved in stabilization
of the microstructures in nanoparticle-filled immiscible polymer blends.

FIGURE 4.4

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the 50/50 vol.% (A) PE/PEO and

(B) compatibilized PE-g-MA/PEO blends [19].

Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society (ACS). Copyright 2012.
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1. When nanoparticles are localized in the continuous matrix phase having the
higher concentrations the viscosity ratio decreases, leading to droplet breakup
due to the facilitation of stress transfer to the dispersed phase droplets [28,60].

2. Interfacial localization of nanoparticles could suppress the coalescence of the
two neighboring droplets due to the steric repulsion effect. The most efficient
result can be obtained when the interface is covered with sufficient nano-
particles [61e64]. It has also been found that the state of the exfoliation/
intercalation at the interface can affect the size reduction, whereas nanoclays
that were distributed evenly could have a more significant influence on size
reduction [65].

3. “Cutting effect” is another mechanism proposed by Zhu et al. [66] to account for
the size reduction. In such a case which is limited to the plate-like nanoparticles
such as clays and graphene-based nanoparticles, at some critical concentration
nanoparticles form a “knife-like” structure that can cut the hosting dispersed
phase droplets having the lower concentration [67e69]. In general, when
nanoparticles are localized inside the droplets in a dropletematrix morphology
blend, they can increase the viscosity ratio of the blend and therefore make the
deformation and breakup of the droplets difficult. This effect is more pro-
nounced in the case of spherical nanoparticles.

Thus, knowing the mechanisms behind the morphology stabilization on incorpo-
ration of nanoparticles into the immiscible blends, attempts have been made to
create blends having optimized properties with respect to the localization of the
nanoparticles. In fact, this is the core subject of this book. More discussions on
the localization of nanoparticles and its effect on the structure properties of the
immiscible blends can be found in Chapters 6e9.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has attempted to address the fundamentals of polymer blends with
respect to their thermodynamic aspects causing the corresponding phase structures.
It has been stated that most polymer pairs are immiscible, leading to phase-separated
structures. This feature could be used as an opportunity for manufacturers and re-
searchers to tune structures toward the desired applications. It has been discussed
that phase morphology can have a significant effect on the final properties, therefore
the study of parameters involved in determination of morphologies is quite impor-
tant. Some of the influential parameters are blend composition, viscosity/elasticity
ratio, processing conditions, as well as interfacial tensions. Considering the different
possible morphologies a great deal of effort was made to fabricate and predict the
co-continuous morphology owing to its superior characteristics, e.g., mechanical
properties over other morphology types. Rheological tools, especially SAOS tests,
were found to be quite useful in detecting morphological changes. Co-continuous
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blends exhibit a local maxima in their elastic modulus G0 (u) at low frequencies
while dropletematrix morphologies show a shoulder (plateau modulus) at low-
frequency regions. Moreover, it has been shown that co-continuous blends show a
tail in their relaxation spectra at longer times (low frequencies) owing to their
very large interfacial areas which cannot completely relax within the experimental
time. Further, it was discussed that co-continuous structures are thermally unstable
and can coarsen during the postprocessing conditions such as annealing which can
greatly defect the properties. Therefore, compatibilizers have been used to stabilize
the morphologies and mitigate the coarsening effect. Nanoparticles also have been
used extensively in the context of stabilization of morphologies. In general, it was
discussed that compatibilizers reduce the interfacial tensions and suppress the coa-
lescence and coarsening of the morphologies when they are located at the interface.
The efficiencies of the nanoparticles, however, in stabilization were shown to be
quite dependent on the localization within the blends.
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